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Sharing tiie runtime representation of classes across ciass ioaders- *liin|0|i [PDH 

L Daynss, G Czajkowski iB'clm notes \n cofTiputer science, 2005 • Sprlrsgsr 
... runtime representation of a class appears independent of the... First, sharing is allowed 
only if some conditions on... code can be shared between loaders, and if not... 

Thorstein Veblen's Analysis of Gerfiian Intellectualism; Insiituiionaiism as a Forecasting Method 
C Load&r, R Tilriiari - American Journal of Econoinics and Sociology, 1995 ■ ifilerscience,wiiey.com 
... Colin Loader, PhD., is... in a sphere that was, at least partially, independent of the... 
successful propaganda among neutral nations/" Despite sharing this common... 

Flexible Class Loader Framework: Sharing Java Resources in Harness Svstenfi 
D Kurzyniec, VS SunderaiT! •■ Leciiire notes in conipiiisi" science, 2901 - Spiingsr 
... Sharing Java Resources in Harness System... for unspecified periods of time, dependent 
on loader caching policy... which can be maintained by independent organizations... 
SiMil^ - R;iiiiaOici8s - Web Ssich - BL Direg - AiiJ. vc;Hi;is 

method and apparatus for sharing code containing references to non-shared objects 
GJ Czajkowski, LP Dayiies, NJ Nysiron^ US Patent App. 10/102,322.2002 ■• Google Paienis 
... a separate instance of a platform-independent virtual machine... of the indirection 
table for all sharing processes to... mecha- nism is part of dynamic class loader.... 

System and method for minimizing inter-application interference among static synchronized methods 
GJ Czajkowski - US Patent 6,557,168,2003 - Google Patents 
... growing popularity of the platform-independent pro- gramming... GVM process comprises 
a class loader-based name... but still permit processes to share data directly... 

... reducing processor cycles used for global offset table address computation in a position independent... 
AM Gheith ■ US Pateiil 5797,014,1998 ■ Google Patents 
... It is important, however, that the sharing of code not... The loader must only modify 
the addresses in the... the module having memory position independent code and... 
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,. ■ -impjemented sharing of java classes for increased memory' efficiency and communication method 
Q LI ^ US PaienI 6.519,594,2003 - Google Patents 
... bus, a memory device coupled to the bus and a display screen coupled to the bus, 
embodiments of the present Invention Include a method of sharing Java classes... 

■ ■ ■ distributed server administration of server systems that are scalable and version independent 
D lompm" US Paisnt 6,862,616,2005 ■■ Google Paienis 
... In a non-localized JAR file sharing the same... Effectively, this Installs the class 
loader for use by... so that it is scalable and version independent according to... 

Sharing runtime representation of software component methods across component loaders 
[. Daynes, 6 C^ajkowski - US Patent /,4()6,8S7,2008 - freepaienisoniine.com 
... Further included in the loader dependent part 122 b... all data structures forming the 
loader independent SRR for <B... embodiment, by using the sharing conditions it... 

Meliiods for sharing conditionally across class loaders dynamically compiled code 
L Day?i8s, G Czaikowski ■• US Patent 7,316,010,2008 - Google Patents 
... Loader-independent SRR for class B... the class being loaded satisfies the sharing 
conditions... pool cache, methods array, and loader-dependent method objects parse... 

Key authors: G Czajkowski ■ L Paynes-QLi-G Back ■ M Q'Donnell 
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